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This Kristal aims to invest in companies with strong
moats, good management and ability to deliver
healthy earnings growth over the next five years.

Strategy Overview

The investment objective of this strategy is to invest
in a focused portfolio of 10-15 companies that have
a strong moat, good management and can deliver
healthy earnings growth over a 3-5 year time
horizon. This strategy is suitable for investors looking
to invest for the long term in companies with
sustainable competitive advantages.

Fund Strategy

Ideal for investors looking for long term capital
appreciation by gaining exposure companies with
strong competitive advantages and healthy earnings
growth.

Recommended For

No leverage allowed.

Leverage

Dealing Information

Minimum Subscription: USD 10K
Subscription Frequency: Weekly
Redemption Frequency: Monthly
NAV Publication: Daily
Redemption Settlement: 5 Business Days
Management Fee: 1% p.a.
Performance Fee: 10% p.a.
Hurdle Rate: 10%

For Accredited and Institutional Investors Only

We wish all investors a happy and prosperous 2021. We

are fortunate that in a tumultuous 2020, we were able to

generate good returns. These results are more a

reflections of strengths of portfolio companies, and

management who rapidly adapted to the changes in

environment and executed like MVPs. We are excited

about 2021 as vaccines get rolled out across the world.

What is forecast for 2021? How should we position

portfolio? BAU or play the recovery/ mean revision trade?

These are some of the question on our mind. 

In his excellent essay Long-term ≠ ∑ Short-terms,

Anand Sridharan has explained why, surest way to get

long-term wrong is by analyzing a series of short terms.

Complex adaptive systems are not reductionist. One can

make sense of it only at a higher level of abstraction.  We

can at best forecast broad range of industry growth,

expecting stronger companies to do better and some

volatility.

We believe that the mostly likely way to earn good

returns over long term is to own strong, well positioned

businesses that will compound their revenue, intrinsic

profit and value for many years. Often markets miss-price

stocks for years, the consistent YoY compounding

reduces the risk from valuation changes.

If we play the recovery/ mean revision, then we are

playing 1-2 year game. It is very likely that we will miss

out great business that are growing at 20%+ Cagr for

nearly a decade. To put in perspective 20% Cagr over 10

years translates into 6.2x initial capital, something we

believe is unlikely earned in the recovery trade as most of

the high quality franchises are already trading at or near

pre-Covid level. The foundational sectors of economy –

information, energy, transport, food and material are

being disrupted at an unprecedented speed and scale. It

is likely, that 2020s will be the most disruptive decade in

history. As world moves from that built on oil, steel,

livestock and concrete to that on photons, electrons,

DNA, molecules and (q) bits. We seek to avoid the

disrupted and benefit from the disruptor.

www.kristal.ai

http://www.kristal.ai/


2020 3.32% -4.52% -10.22% 10.10% 9.05% 50.47%

www.kristal.ai

Disclaimer: There are risks involved with investing in Equities, including possible loss of money. Investments focused in a particular sector, such
as technology, are subject to greater risk, and are more greatly impacted by market volatility, than more diversified investments. The materials
and data contained herein are provided to demonstrate how Kristal works and are provided for information only. None of the materials and data
shall be construed as: (i) an offer to sell securities; (ii) an offer to provide advice on securities. Kristal does not make any representation,
undertaking, warranty, guarantee, or other assurance as to the timeliness, completeness, correctness, reliability, or accuracy of the materials
and data herein. Kristal and its affiliates accept no liability or responsibility whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss and/or damages
arising out of or in relation to any use of opinions, forecasts, materials and data contained herein or otherwise arising in connection therewith.
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Monthly Returns
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Performance since 30 Sep 2019
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Top Holdings

CrowdStrike Holdings Inc.

Fate Therapeutics Inc.

ServiceNow Inc.

11.07

9.03

8.85

8.63

Weight (%)

Okta Inc.

Adobe Inc.

Zscaler Inc.

Workday Inc.

7.97

7.84

7.51

6.51

Amazon.com Inc.

Strategy: Growth
Fund Type: Open Ended
Class: US Equity
Benchmark: S&P 500 Index
Max Drawdown: -14.28%

Key Facts
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